
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of product safety.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for product safety

Product Safety Escalation Process and in conjunction with the Safety
Regulatory Compliance Manager, prepare the Product Safety Action Alert
and present to Distributor Top Management and Subaru Corp
The Safety Regulatory Compliance Manager proactively supports the action
by providing safety notices and recalls of all OE's for similar incidences any
and all relative regulations
Develop, deliver, update and maintain Safety Assessment Reports, Hazardous
Materials Management Plans, Hazard Tracking Logs, Human Systems
Integration Logs
Continuously monitor new safety regulations to understand the implications
of such regulations
Understands how deliverables impact project performance deliverables,
schedule, and costs
Generating statistical reports, data and presentations to Management, the
regional and global Board
Reviews packages for adherence to US government-mandated standards
Alerts reviewer of pertinent information on COCs and/or test results that
could either expedite or slow the approval process
Communicates to all US merchandising divisions on outstanding or
incomplete paperwork
Works with other parties as needed to execute process
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Proven ability to collaborate and work effectively with others in a dynamic
matrix environment that includes interactions with multiple stakeholder
groups
Proven ability to develop a team culture that leads to ongoing excellence and
achievement of goals
Must be a team player and be able to articulate complicated subject matter
efficiently and effectively to internal and external customers
The preferred candidate would have had a vast experience and knowledge in
a wide range of regulations and standards
Ability to provide regulatory guidance to external and internal customers
quickly and concisely
Ability to concurrently multi-task in a time sensitive environment


